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What “I want to be my truest self: the self so completely reliant on Jesus, the self 
so desperately dependent on Him, everything else about me fades away. I 
want you to know the Jesus in me.”


This spoken word explores who we are, who we will be, and who we want 
to become in Christ. 

Who 3 Actors

Why 2 Corinthians 5:17

Time Approximately 4 minutes



Lights up on three microphones on stands, arranged across the stage. The graphic on the 
screen above indicates the position of each mic: stage right (SR) is Who I Am, centerstage (CS) 
is Who I Will Be, and stage left (SL) is Who I Want to Be.

SL 
Do you know who I want to be? 

SR  
Who am I?

CS 
I want to be my truest self: the self so completely reliant on Jesus, the self so desperately 

dependent on Him, everything else about me fades away. I want you to know the Jesus in me. 

SL 
But the good I want to do, I do not do. 

SR  
But the thing I do not want to do, I do. You see before you, covered in filters and effects, the 

best version of me. I am humble -- self-deprecating.

SL 
But it’s a mask. I’m only humble to the point that it makes me look good.

CS 
Who I am that you are mindful of me? Who am I that you care for me? For you are great and 

holy, and yet I am loved by you. I will remember.

SR  
You think I’m funny. I’ve projected to you that I’m funny.

SL 
Do I make you feel something other than forsaken or bored when you are with me? Do I fill an 

emptiness in your life, thereby fulfilling an emptiness in my own?

CS 
He delights in me, and I am His. I will remember.

SR  
Do you think I’m lovely?

SL
Does your standard of beauty line up with how I present myself? Will it make you love me?

CS 
The world may look at my outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart. I will remember.

SR  
Am I enough?
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SL 
Do I have the clothes I need to be the person I want to be today? Do I have the right things to 
cover over the pit in my soul? Am I watching the right things so shout over the voice that tells 

me: you are not enough.

CS 
Jesus has made me enough. I will not forget.

SR  
I am kind -- 

SL 
Unless my kindness is an obstacle to me being first. I am kind only when it benefits me.

CS 
Every morning I put on kindness. It is the only thing that fits me well. I can only wear it because 

of Jesus. I will remember.

SR  
I am strong --

SL 
I know that this world can smell my weakness, so I project a strength that looks more like 

violence and anger than true strength.

CS 
He gives strength to the weary and increases the power of the weak. In Him, my weakness is 

made strong. My foolishness is made wise. I will not forget.

SR  
I am a truth-teller --

SL 
But only when the truth serves me. Whatever I have to do to make myself the hero of the story.

CS 
I am in this world but not of it. I will bind this word to myself.

SR  
I am good --

SL 
I am good so long as you can see me in my goodness. I bend and twist the truth to make my 

goodness so.

CS 
Surely goodness and mercy will follow me all the days of my life, and I will dwell in the house of 

the Lord forever. I will remember.
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